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The victory press releases from the messenger RNA vaccine manufacturers claiming 95% efficacy
was very effective on their stock prices, but poorly concealed the lack of data on mortality and in
particular on the only possible target of the vaccines: the very old with multiple comorbidities. []

In the absence of published evidence, massive vaccination campaigns in Israel and Great Britain
constitute phase 3 therapeutic trials on poorly informed populations. Their results observed from the
first month raise fears that they will soon turn into a health disaster / scandal.

Strong warning signal from Israel

The media crown Israel, the champion of the fight against covid19 by the Pfizer vaccine. Superb
financial transaction for Pfizer who obtained a 40% price bonus for this priority given to Israel. Since December 20, in one month,
nearly 25% of the population (more than 2 million people) have been vaccinated.

But since that date, according to WHO figures, the daily numbers of contaminations and deaths attributed to Covid19 have exploded.

 

 

Daily contaminations thus fell from 1886 cases on 12/21 to 5674 cases on January 20, 21. [1]

Dr Sharon Elrai-Price, [2] from the public health department at the Israeli ministry warned on 1/12/2021   that a single dose of the
coronavirus vaccine did not provide sufficient protection  against infection with the virus .

She added   that 17% of critically ill patients currently hospitalized are patients who received a first dose of the vaccine
before hospitalization . Data shows that as of that date 4,500 people have been diagnosed positive for the coronavirus after
receiving the first dose of the vaccine.

 “ The number of confirmed cases has reached a new high, we have passed the 9,000 positive test mark. There has never
been such a figure and daily mortality has multiplied by 3 from 18 on December 20 to 50 on January 19, 2021, and leading the
government to extend the third confinement of the country for an indefinite period.

Great concern in Britain since vaccination

Great Britain is the second country in the vaccination race which started on December 4 with the vaccine developed by Pfizer and
BioNTech.

Since that date, the number of daily contaminations has exploded from 14,898 on 4/12/2020 to 33,355 on 20/1/2021 (after a peak of
68,063 on 9 January 2021.

And unfortunately the Covid19 mortality too, which after an increase of almost 300% (414 on 4/12 to 1610 on 20/1/2021)
exceeds by 30% that observed in March-April 2020 (maximum peak 1224 on 22 April 2020 ) 
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In these two countries, vaccines, presented as the means to get out of deadly confinements, actually end up prolonging
them!

Concerns in the USA

Since the start of vaccination, Covid19 mortality has increased by nearly 200% (1296 on 12/28 to 3557 on 17/2021) and exceeds the
average daily deaths observed in March-April 2020.

These considerable and simultaneous increases in the daily incidences of contamination and death after the first dose of Pfizer
vaccine in the three countries with the highest vaccination coverage are very worrying and constitute strong warning signs.

Alert in Norway for fragile people

Norway issued an alert on 1/15/2021 after the observation of 23 deaths linked to the Pfizer vaccine [3] [4] in elderly people in nursing
homes. Of those deaths, 13 were autopsied, the results suggesting that common side effects may have contributed to severe
reactions in frail elderly people. According to the Norwegian Institute of Public Health: “   For the most fragile people, even
relatively mild side effects can have serious consequences . For those who have a very short remaining lifespan anyway, the
benefits of the vaccine may be marginal or irrelevant.  »And the National Institute of Public Health modified the vaccination guide
against the coronavirus, adding new precautionary advice on the vaccination of frail elderly people.

Evolution in unvaccinated France during this period

In France, both the number of new cases and the number of daily deaths decreased slowly during this period to a much lower level
(per million) than in the countries which are champions of vaccination.

 

We are therefore struck by the evolving differences of the Covid19 epidemic between the winning countries in the vaccination race
and France, which is slower to vaccinate.

This praise for slowness reminds us that there are no drugs or vaccines without risk and that they can paradoxically increase the
severity of the disease they are supposed to fight.

Vaccines against cancer at risk and vaccine against AIDS and dengue fever

This has been found with allegedly anti-cancer vaccines (hepatitis B vaccines supposed to prevent liver cancer [5] and anti-
papillomavirus vaccines supposedly anticancer of the cervix) [6], a few AIDS vaccine candidates and more recently with the dengue
vaccine scandal in the Philippines which resulted in several hundred deaths. 

But the lessons of the Dengvaxia disaster have not been learned and the current provaccine propaganda, in the absence of sufficient
trials, endangers those who are vaccinated against Covid19.

Peter Doshi, a University of Maryland partner in pharmaceutical health services research warned as early as November 2020: "  Let's
wait until we have full trial data  " because the industry's victory releases are imprecise and incomplete. He also recalled that the trials
did not study the only relevant criterion, mortality [7] only the number of cases based on often false tests [8]   "the world has bet
everything on vaccines to provide the solution to the pandemic, but the trials are not focused on demonstrating that they will be ”.

After examining the file submitted to the FDA, he estimates: “   the actual effectiveness much lower than that asserted so far:“
well below the 50% effectiveness threshold set by the regulatory authorities for approval ” . This figure would therefore not be
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95% but much lower, between 19% and 29%. If these data had been presented and analyzed, it would not have been possible to
obtain authorization for the distribution of these vaccines by the competent authorities.

Are the facilitating antibodies responsible for this predicted catastrophe?

After vaccination, the antibodies can paradoxically worsen the disease. This particular immunological phenomenon is called a
facilitator antibody (in English Antibody-dependent enhancement [9]).

In humans, such a phenomenon has been observed in trials of vaccines against the respiratory syncytial virus [10] (RSV) and during
the vaccination campaign against dengue [11]     causing several hundred deaths in the Philippines in 2017, the cessation of
vaccination and a cascade of trials awaiting trial.

In cats, the vaccine against the coronavirus responsible for feline viral peritonitis has been abandoned because of this mechanism
[12]. In macaques vaccinated against the SARS-COV spike protein, post-vaccination infections were marked by worsening pulmonary
pathology. During vaccine trials against the Coronavirus of the Seas, rabbits develop antibodies but their pulmonary pathology is
worsened.

In a recent press release, the Academy of Medicine [14]    warns: “   collectively, obtaining an expanded vaccination coverage, but
weakened by a low level of immunity, constitutes a favorable ground for selecting the emergence of '' one or more variants escaping
the immunity induced by vaccination

Neither pro nor anti-vaccine, I am firmly opposed for the moment to the generalization of a vaccine insufficiently evaluated
and whose first results in the real population are catastrophic.

Contrary to what decoders / decoders linked to the pharmaceutical industry claim, I am not against vaccination. I am pro-vaccine
when a vaccine is effective, safe, and prevents serious illness. I am against a vaccine when it is unnecessary, as for diseases
transmitted only by water (polio, typhoid, cholera) in countries with public hygiene with drinking water and wastewater treatment or
when it has not been properly studied and evaluated: vaccine against dengue (which has caused hundreds of deaths), Gardasil
vaccine (which paradoxically increases the risk of cervical cancer).

The indication of any treatment or vaccine should be based on an assessment of its benefit / risk balance.

We can not hope for any individual benefit from vaccinating against Covid those under 65, since the disease is milder in them than the
flu; this population can therefore hope for nothing from anticovid vaccines except complications.

 And the societal argument (we get vaccinated to protect others) is also irrelevant since it has not been shown that the vaccine is able
to prevent or slow down viral transmissions.

In the current state of knowledge, the vaccination of older people with risk factors (population where an effective and safe vaccine
could be useful) has not been properly evaluated, because the trials refuse to include this population at risk. .

The precautionary principle raised by the Norwegian alert justifies not systematically vaccinating them, as long as a sufficient number
of transparent data is not available confirming the efficacy and the absence of toxicity in a real population.

In conclusion :

Paradoxically, we should be delighted at the slowness taken by the government to generalize the anti-Covid19 vaccination. The
current results of the gene vaccine in the Israeli and British populations indeed raise fears of a possible vaccine health disaster.

Dr   Gérard Delépine surgeon, statistician 
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